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From Neutrality to International Prominence: Early Twentieth-Century Historiography

At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States moved from a virtually isolated

country and transitioned to a major nation on the world stage. Historians have analyzed this time

into significant change and a developing shift away from an agricultural power to an industrial

power. The historical analysis focuses much on American imperialism, the foundation of the

National Park Service, and the Progressive Era. Such a massive shift in ideological concepts

allows for multiple perspectives among historians from opposing backgrounds. Neither side can

deny the overwhelming change that the early twentieth century provided with leaders such as

William McKinley, Bob LaFollette, and Theodore Roosevelt.

American imperialism produced a period in the United States history of significant

expansion where the US would extend its borders. From 1889 to 1917, the United States would

participate in the War of 1898 against the Spanish empire for Cuban independence and the

Philippine-American War to protect their newly-acquired territory after the War of 1898. While

the United States was expanding its borders and collecting land and raw materials, debates

emerged to determine the merits of such actions and molded historiography for generations. The

discussions arose around the economic prospects, global power, and other advantages of

imperialism. This topic has generated strong emotions from diverse outlooks among historians

and commenters. Historians have discussed the pre-Progressive era to modern historical analysis

and molded the historiography for generations.

The first perspective regarding American imperialism is the economic grounds

encompassing foreign policy. In The New Empire: An Interpretation of American Expansion,

Walter LaFeber examines the components of economics as the purpose of American expansion.

With the economics of this period, there was a need for supplementary foreign markets to extend
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the sphere of influence of America’s economic empire. American businesses could take surplus

materials produced in the United States and sell those goods to new markets. During the 1880s

and leading to Panic of 1893, the United States was grappling with a massive financial crisis.

Unemployment was running rampant, businesses were closing, and a directional shift in the

business model was required moving America out of the agricultural field to an industrial one.

With the growth of corporations such as Andrew Carnegie’s Carnegie Steel and John

Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, and their controlling interests over a vast majority of the markets,

there was a need for getting these supplies sold. The politics of the Benjamin Harrison

administration, worried with falling agricultural prices, feared that without growing foreign

markets, there was a political price to pay in the elections of 1890 and 1892.1 With the possibility

of removal from office, the lure of foreign markets was there.

Other historians have taken the approach that analyzing this period focuses too much on

American sources and not enough on international historiography, minimizing foreign influences

in the War of 1898. In Louis A. Perez Jr.'s The War of 1898, Perez claims that the United States

focused on keeping control of American interests in Latin America, especially Cuba. Much of

American imperialism's historiography focuses on the United States transitioning into a global

power. America had just finished the Civil War and was reacclimating itself worldwide. With

growing interests abroad, the leadership of the United States looked to keep control of its

interests and expand its empire. The ongoing fear leading up to the war was that if Spain lost to

Cuba, the United States would lose out on the possible economic interests that came with the

island, including the lucrative sugar industry in which American businesses were already

intertwined. Perez states, “In 1898 Cuba was lost to Spain, and if Washington did not act, it

1 LaFeber, Walter, The New Empire: An Interpretation of American Expansion 1860-1898
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1963), 104.
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would be lost to the United States.”2 Perez claims that American historians focused on

“self-contained historiography” due to not relying on foreign archives and primarily focusing on

American primary and secondary sources. His focus within the text of the book is to show the

Cuban perspective of the war, as well as bring to light foreign insights that challenge the

traditional historiography of American intervention during the Spanish-American War.

Another perspective regarding this tumultuous and controversial period is how historians

and commenters view the American empire. Daniel Immerwahr’s book, How to Hide an Empire,

focuses on the issues surrounding expansionist ideologies and American Imperialism as the

United States evolves into an emerging power. Founding fathers, such as George Washington and

Thomas Jefferson, wanted to have controlled expansion due to conflicts. Immerwahr focuses on

American foreign relations with Puerto Rico and the Philippines and how they were treated as a

territory of the United States. Throughout the reading, Immerwahr’s focus conceptualizes the

“Greater United States” ideas and how much of American territories and inhabitants were

marginalized or forgotten by historians. The perception of what equates to an “American” and

how people who live in places like Puerto Rico, Guam, and other American territories are vital

components that Immerwahr focuses on rather than Perez. Both focus on race as a component of

historiography. Perez states that historians purposefully left out the influence of Cuban sources

on the historiography of the war. Immerwahr claims that the “Greater United States” was treated

as just what is on the “logo map” rather than all American territories that the United States took

over in its history.

Next in the historiography of the early twentieth century is the impact of the National Park

Service. Every year, millions of Americans travel to visit a location associated with the National

2 Perez Jr., Louis A. The War of 1898 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1998), 12.
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Park Service (NPS). According to the NPS, there were 237 million people that visited the

national parks in 2020, which was a down year due to a global pandemic and the effects of

Covid-19. Millions of dollars are brought into the American economy due to the tourism of the

national parks, and the ability to keep these natural wonders intact was not initially a priority for

the United States government. In National Parks: The American Experience, Alfred Runte

recounts the history of the preservation and conservationist movements of the national park

system of the United States and how the priorities of the United States government focused more

on the economic rather than ecological benefits of our natural resources.

One central theme that Runte presents is preserving and conserving natural resources. He

believes that the significant reason for preserving these pristine natural resources was a cultural,

not environmental, point of view due to the economic benefits of logging and mining of natural

resources. A financial benefit outweighed the ecological protection of the American West's vast

beauty. Runte writes, “A preserved wilderness was the least of their aims.”3

The book presents tensions among early politicians and preservationists, showing the

unwillingness of the government to invest in the national parks. In the process, even today, the

national parks and the federal and state governments must work together to keep these locations

accurately preserved. An unwillingness to work together could be disastrous for the areas. The

parks are funded through the federal government, which was much of the early tension. One of

the significant historical tensions was early on regarding the protection of national parks.

Legislators focused on creating Yosemite and Yellowstone places and concentrating on the

financial aspects that could be lost. The political players in Washington, DC, ensured that the

economic benefits outweighed any other during this period. Politicians were unwilling to break

3 Alfred Runte, National Parks: The American Experience (Lanham: Taylor Trade
Publishing, 2010), 36.
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with the possibility of losing economically viable lands in the name of conservation,

preservation, or both. Runte writes, "Congress reaffirmed that it (Yosemite) needed to know the

region's value."4 In the eyes of business owners and federal politicians, the ends needed to justify

the means even if the destruction of the beauty and splendor of the west was at stake.

The national parks of the United States are rooted in two major ideological philosophies to

protect these pristine landscapes. Whether a person believes in preserving natural resources or

conserving the scenery, the goal is the same for both: ensure that future generations can observe

these scenic views. In Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History, Richard West Sellars

traverses the history of national parks and analyzes the major issues in these two ideologies.

Sellars distinguishes the strained history between traditional scenery, tourism management, and

ecological ideas that focus on preservation within the national parks.

In Preserving Nature in the National Parks, Richard West Sellars presents the role of the

national parks in the treatment of natural resources. The debate surrounding national parks

typically depends on weighing the options between allowing people to enjoy the scenery versus

protecting the ecosystems within the protected areas. According to Sellars, the book “traces over

many decades the interaction of bureaucratic management with the flora, fauna, and other natural

elements in parks of scenic grandeur that are intended to be visited and enjoyed by large numbers

of people.”5 The book looks into the tensions between this central idea of the national parks:

What should be preserved in the park -- scenery or natural ecosystems? The biological element

of protecting the ecosystem versus preserving the scenery and overlooking the ecosystem as

many people visit these parks. The belief is that all aspects of the visits (sound pollution,

5 Richard S. West, Preserving Nature in the National Parks : A History (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1997), 2.

4 Runte, National Parks, 45
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disturbing ecosystems, roads through natural landscapes) would create more damage than it is

worth. Sellars refers to this version of park management as “facade management.” According to

the book, the management of national parks has been overlooked and has “little concern for

biological consequences.”6 Disrupting these ecosystems would be too much and not worth the

issues that opening up access is worth. The themes presented throughout the book focus on these

tensions of conservation versus preservation.

In all, the work of Sellars does a stellar job and develops an overall compelling history of

the National Parks Service. The memories associated with parks and the landscapes bring back

childhood memories. These parks and national landscapes are pertinent to American history and

the beauty of America. It promotes national pride, and the role of historians in this work is

crucial in preserving these parks. These stories create layers of historiography to the American

West and the frontier history of the United States.

The National Park System (NPS) trends many periods of American historiography. One

significant aspect of the national parks focuses on tourism into the parks. When someone visits

the parks, the images built in to their memory stay with them from the first time seeing the

beauty and splendor of nature to the appreciation of history by the overseers such as park

employees and public historians. Marguerite Shaffer discusses tourism history within national

parks in See America First: Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940. The book's theme focuses

on the marketing strategies used to bring a mass consumer culture to observe the American

West's scenery.

Shaffer writes about the importance of collective memory and identity towards national tourism

development. Collective memory plays a significant role in the study of public history. The travel

6 West, Preserving Nature in the National Parks, 5
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and experiences within the parks allowed America to emerge as a modern nation. As Shaffer

claims, these traditions and history "marketed America as "nature's nation," defining a shared

history and tradition that manifested an indigenous national identity sanctioned by God and

inscribed across the natural landscape."7 This idea of "virtuous consumption" would promote the

national parks and build American identity among the collective experience, and symbolism

would play a significant factor in this collective experience.

The designs established within the parks focused on specific themes used to attract large

amounts of people to attend the parks. The entire goal was to ensure that mass amounts of people

participated in the parks, because if not, then the federal funding could be removed. For example

as Shaffer writes, the Sante Fe station in Topeka, Kansas, wanted to promote Spanish and Indian

culture "from Williams, Arizona, to the south rim of the canyon and commenced to develop an

elaborate tourist infrastructure."8 To promote these "stereotypical" experiences, the buildings,

activities, infrastructure would develop nature and indigenous peoples' culture to the aesthetic of

the parks and along the trip.

Finally, the early twentieth century in United States history would not be complete

without the historiography on the origins of the Progressive Era. The turn of the century, often

termed the “Progressive Era,” approached these issues to take corrective measures. Historians

have debated how this era should be defined. The contexts of the historiography get to the heart

of when and who are the origins of the Progressive Era. The “Progressive Era” was a time of a

liberal explosion of new ideas and promoting democratic ideals but failed to meet all of its

objectives due to rising conservative beliefs, “The Great War,” and rising utopian forms of

economic and governmental applications. While different, these discussions allow for

8 Shaffer, See America First, 143

7 Shaffer, See America First, 5
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comprehensive understanding and in-depth analysis of a significant shift in American history.

These “impulses” defined a generation to better their world through their ways, morals, and

practices.

In analyzing the “Progressive Era,” a start would define when the period lasted.

Chronology and themes within a significant historical era provide defining characteristics for

historiography and educational purposes. It is critical to understand the years of beginning to

when the period ended when describing the era. Michael McGerr in A Fierce Discontent: The

Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in America define the era from just after the Civil

War, as new ideologies and agendas were springing forward up until the end of World War I. The

new movement would encompass meaningful shifts in economic and social policies - rooted in a

lack of governmental intervention that will be seen in the twentieth century.

Elizabeth Sanders, in The Roots of Reform: Farmers, Workers, and the American State

1877-1917, agrees with McGerr’s interpretation regarding when the “Progressive Era” ends as

they both believe it is American entry and involvement in World War I. Sanders believes that the

movement began after the American Civil War and originated through radical movements such

as agrarian groups such as the Grange and the “People’s (Populist) Party.” Sanders states the

“Progressive Era state expansion was the periphery agrarians’ drive to establish public control

over a rampaging capitalism.”9 McGerr disagrees with Sanders and writes about how the

Victorian middle class would bring forth the “Progressive Era.” McGerr firmly believes that the

“Great War” was the death of the “Progressive Era.” McGerr believes the end of the “Progressive

Era” was World War I due to the mass mobilization and significant changes within American

society. Society changed significantly, and the priorities within society shifted.

9 Elizabeth Sanders, The Roots of Reform: Farmers, Workers, and the American State
1877-1917 (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), 3-4.
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Alternately, Daniel T. Rodgers’s approach in Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a

Progressive Age focuses more on the era after World War I to the New Deal in search of the

political shifts that will change. Rodgers writes, “The New Deal … placing it in the steam of

transnational models and influences that converged on it, and it, too, takes on a new and

unexpected character.”10 Rodgers defines the era from the 1870s until the Second World War.

Rodgers describes the New Deal by Franklin Roosevelt “progressed” society more significantly

and that the end of “The Great War” did not signify changes. Nevertheless, the 1920s was

delayed, making significant progress during the New Deal. Indeed, the “Roaring Twenties” saw

significant changes as liberal reforms were removed for conservative politics, isolationism,

laissez-faire governing, and a “Return to Normalcy.”

Shelton Stromquist, author of Reinventing “The People: The Progressive Movement, the

Class Problem, and the Origins of Modern Liberalism, is evident on the messaging that the

Populist and radical class-based movements hindered the progressive movements, specifically

from 1907-14, due to the extreme nature of their movement. Stromquist writes, "Progressive

reformers envisioned a world in which class conflict might be ameliorated and class differences

gradually dissolved into a new civic order."11 Stromquist believes that the radical nature of the

Populists could not support the movement and refutes the basis of Sanders’s the fact that

agrarians and Populists are the originators of the “Progressive Era.”

The origins of the “Progressive Era” can be complicated to understand which route

correctly identifies its beginnings. Whether through the eyes of Victorian Americans,

11 Shelton Stromquist, Reinventing “The People: The Progressive Movement, the Class
Problem, and the Origins of Modern Liberalism (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 2006), 192.

10 Daniel T. Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age
(Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1998), 7.
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intellectuals, artists, farmers, radicals, or elitists, the era took on a major shift in the development

of twentieth-century United States government policies, economics, politics, and social/cultural

changes. Defining the era, its impact, and the means of their actions gives insight into this

monumental development in American historiography. Whether one takes the beliefs of McGerr,

Sanders, Rodgers, Stromquist, or any other historian/political scientist of the “Progressive Era,”

there is no denying the impact that it had on the history of the United States and the world.

In all, the historiography of the early twentieth century has multiple facets. Whether in

the political, economic, social, political, religious, or governmental approach, historians' work

over the past century has focused on unearthing the period. It has created new subfields of

history to allow historians and the public to understand America as a growing international

power leading to World War II.


